
4.1.1  -  The  Institution  has  adequate  infrastructure  and  physical  facilities  for
teaching- learning. viz., classrooms, laboratories, computing equipment etc. 

The Institution has adequate infrastructure and physical facilities for teaching- learning. viz.,
classrooms, computing equipment etc.

Answer:

Since  establishment  in  2010,  Institute  of  Management  and  Science  Sakegaon,  being
infrastructure  as  one  of  its  strengths,  has  developed  all-round  to  provide  conducive
environment  for  the  students.  The  institute  believes  that  the  adequate  infrastructure  and
physical  facilities  provide  plenty  of  opportunities  to  both  students  and  faculty  for  their
inclusive growth & development.

Being one of the most preferable learning institutes in this region, the institute has never
compromised with infrastructural facilities be it buildings, laboratories, library, equipment,
computers, software, books and other learning resources. The campus is lush green, spread
over  1acres  area  and located on the  bank of  river  ‘Waghur’.  As a  learning institute,  the
institute has adequate infrastructure such as classrooms, drawing halls, seminar halls, library,
computer  centre,  workshop,  hostels,  canteens,  indoor  as  well  outdoor  sports  facilities,
gymnasium, yoga hall etc’











1 Classrooms and Tutorial Rooms:

Each classroom is specifically designed in spacious and proper shape with comfortable sitting
arrangement for effective communication between teacher and students. Students are divided
into smaller groups and the activities are carried out in tutorial rooms.



IMS Classrooms:

2 Seminar Hall:

The institute has 1 central seminar halls that are available to interact with larger group of
students or to conduct expert lectures, curricular, extra-curricular and other activities. They
are equipped with ICT-enabled facilities. In addition to this, there are 5 departmental seminar
halls.

3 Computing Facility:

It  consists  of  30  desktop  computers  with  necessary  software  as  per  the  curriculum and
1printers. The institute has the subscription of Microsoft Edu-Cloud. All desktop computers
are  connected  with  100Mbps Internet  leased  line  through Next  Generation  Firewall.  The
institute has Wi-Fi zones across all corners of the campus through 60 Wi-Fi Access Points.



IMS Computer Lab:

4 Library:

The library includes  all  facilities  of the conventional  library and as  well  the facilities  of
digital  library.  The conventional  library  has  sufficient  number  of  printed  titles,  volumes,
journals and magazines to cater the need of students. And the digital library has necessary e-
resources like e-books, e-journals, NPTEL videos etc.



IMS library:


